
Black Feminist Lessons From Marine
Mammals Emergent Strategy: Understanding
Intersectionality in Activism
In today's society, the fight for gender equality has gained significant momentum.
By analyzing various aspects of feminism and its different branches, we can gain
valuable insights into the multifaceted strategies needed to tackle systemic
injustices. One captivating approach that offers valuable lessons is the concept of
Marine Mammals Emergent Strategy.

Black feminism has emerged as a powerful movement seeking to dismantle the
intersecting oppressions faced by black women. Therefore, understanding the
lessons that Marine Mammals Emergent Strategy brings to this cause can
enhance our understanding of intersectionality in activism.

Marine Mammals Emergent Strategy: A Deeper Understanding

Emergent Strategy, introduced by the visionary activist, adrienne maree brown,
explores how social justice movements can adapt and grow holistically. Inspired
by patterns of cooperation and interdependence found in nature, this approach
recognizes the power of decentralized networks, collective organizing, and
adaptability.
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Marine mammals, such as dolphins and whales, also exemplify these
characteristics. They operate in complex social structures, relying on
collaboration and communication to thrive. These species can teach us valuable
lessons about the interconnectedness of movements and the necessary flexibility
required for effective activism.

Intersectionality: The Core Tenet of Black Feminism

Intersectionality is a fundamental aspect of black feminist theory coined by
Kimberlé Crenshaw. It recognizes that different forms of identity-based
oppression, such as race, gender, and class, are interconnected and mutually
reinforcing. By acknowledging the intersections of oppression, black feminism
strives for a transformative understanding of social justice.

By associating Marine Mammals Emergent Strategy with black feminism, we can
gain insights into the importance of intersectionality in activism. Just as marine
mammals thrive through diverse, interconnected social structures, black feminism
emphasizes solidarity among various marginalized groups to dismantle
oppressive systems.
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Black Feminist Lessons From Marine Mammals Emergent Strategy

1. Building Collaborative Networks

Marine mammals, known for their cooperative behaviors, can inspire black
feminists to foster collaborative networks. By embracing collective organizing and
recognizing the power of partnerships, the movement can strengthen its efforts to
combat intersecting oppressions.

2. Prioritizing Communication

Effective communication is vital for marine mammals' survival, and it holds
significant lessons for black feminism. Establishing open dialogue, actively
listening, and creating safe spaces for marginalized voices within the movement
can enhance its efficacy in challenging oppressive systems.

3. Embracing Diversity and Inclusivity

Marine mammal communities consist of diverse species, emphasizing the
strength in embracing diversity. Black feminism, as an intersectional movement,
recognizes the value of inclusivity. By centering marginalized voices and
acknowledging the different experiences within the movement, black feminists
can unite for comprehensive and transformative change.

4. Adaptability: Navigating Through Changing Tides

Marine mammals exhibit remarkable adaptability, showcasing the importance of
flexibility in facing challenging environments. Similarly, black feminism must
remain adaptable in responding to emerging issues, amplifying voices, and
embracing new strategies to address intersecting oppressions effectively.

The Road Ahead: Intersectional Activism for a Just Future



The synergy between Marine Mammals Emergent Strategy and black feminism
offers a transformative roadmap for intersectional activism. By learning valuable
lessons from marine mammals, black feminism can expand its reach, unite
diverse communities, and create a more inclusive movement.

Society at large must recognize the importance of intersectionality in addressing
oppression and inequality. By amplifying and valuing the experiences of
marginalized groups, we can develop a more equitable and just future for all.

As we continue our journey towards dismantling systemic injustices, let us take
inspiration from the interconnectedness and adaptability witnessed in marine
mammals and apply these valuable lessons to empower black feminist
movements.
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Undrowned is a book-length meditation for social movements and our whole
species based on the subversive and transformative guidance of marine
mammals. Our aquatic cousins are queer, fierce, protective of each other,
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complex, shaped by conflict, and struggling to survive the extractive and
militarized conditions our species has imposed on the ocean. Gumbs employs a
brilliant mix of poetic sensibility and naturalist observation to show what they
might teach us, producing not a specific agenda but an unfolding space for
wondering and questioning. From the relationship between the endangered North
Atlantic Right Whale and Gumbs’s Shinnecock and enslaved ancestors to the
ways echolocation changes our understandings of “vision” and visionary action,
this is a masterful use of metaphor and natural models in the service of social
justice.
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